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Answer Key
For each correct answer, you score 1 point.

SECTION I 
1. c) Aren’t I    2. b) are being laid ..... has been finished
3. a) In spite of   4. b) so as not to be   5. d) feeling
6. b) will be spending   7. d) on fire    8. b) to have
9. a) will have been completed 10. c) must have been   11. b) learnt
12. b) has been painted  13. d) can’t be working  14. a) made her help
15. c) hadn’t given   16. c) Are you getting used to living

SECTION 2
1. haven’t spoken / have not spoken  2. weight she loses ...... looser her clothes
3. studying / having studied   4. have been John who / have been John that
5. to let her get away     6. is believed to be hiding
7. it was hot / he was hot
8.  had not helped ....... would not have been able 
9.    (little time for us to have) / (little time for) / ( little time to have)
10.  (going to have all the food for the wedding reception prepared) or..
        (going to get all the food for the wedding reception prepared) or..
        (having all the food for the wedding reception prepared) or..
         (getting all the food for the wedding reception prepared) or..
11.   (are not / aren’t any earlier trains) /  (are not / aren’t earlier trains)  (are no earlier trains) 
         (is not / isn’t an earlier train)  /  (is no earlier train /’s no earlier train)
12.    (to say anything  ...... have organised)  / (to say anything ..... have finished organising)
 
SECTION 3
1. d) hair                  2. a) stopped off  3. c) heavy-going  4. d) dropped off
5. b) a loose end 6. c) a blue moon  7. a) off steam              8. c) post
9. d) of control 10.  b) by accident  11.  b) on my nerves  12.  c) deep-rooted

SECTION 4
1.  revolutionise / revolutionize  2.  Environmentalists / environmentalists
3.  adhesive  4.  resistant  5.  revolting
6.  expectations 7.  unacceptable 8.  suspicion
9.  pride  10.  productivity / production

SECTION 5
1.  d)   2.  b)  3.  c)  4.  b)   5.  d) 
6.  a)   7.  b)   8.  d)  9.  b)  10.  c)

Your total:   ..................points
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